From the Chair

This has been a good year for the Teagle Foundation, both financially and programmatically, and we have much good news to report. We work on many fronts and in many places, but one theme runs through all of our work: concern for students and their learning. That has been a focus of the Foundation throughout the more than sixty years of its operation and it continues now, as we help young people from disadvantaged neighborhoods in New York City get ready to succeed in college, as we carry forward Mr. Teagle's commitment to providing scholarships for the employees and their children in the corporation he served for many years, and as we support innovative programs designed to help American colleges and universities do the best possible job of educating their students.

The leaders of those Teagle programs report that they are making significant progress thanks to the Foundation’s support, but it is also true that the Teagle Foundation has learned from their experience. What we at Teagle are learning from our grant programs is the principal theme in Bob Connor's essay, *Advancing Student Learning: What We are Learning at the Teagle Foundation*, for this year's annual report. I believe you will greatly enjoy it and benefit from it.

One final note: We once again have chosen to present our annual report in electronic rather than print form. Those who share our commitment to advancing student engagement and learning in the liberal arts and sciences will not be troubled, I trust, by the absence of glossy pages and skillfully posed photographs. The more economical electronic format is also swifter, and makes it easier to obtain more detailed information about specific points of interest to individual readers.

John S. Chalsty

*Chair of the Board*
Mission and Vision

The Teagle Foundation intends to be an influential national voice and a catalyst for change in higher education to improve undergraduate student learning in the arts and sciences. The Foundation provides leadership by mobilizing the intellectual and financial resources that are necessary if today's students are to have access to a challenging and transformative liberal education. The benefits of such learning last for a lifetime and are best achieved when colleges set clear goals for liberal learning and systematically evaluate progress toward them. The Foundation's commitment to such education includes its grantmaking to institutions of higher education across the country, its long-established scholarship program for the children of employees of ExxonMobil and its work with organizations and colleges and universities helping economically disadvantaged young people in New York City gain admission to college and succeed once there. In carrying out its work, the Foundation is committed to disseminating its findings widely, believing that the knowledge generated by our grantees—rather than the funding that enabled their work—is at the heart of our philanthropy.
The Teagle Foundation was established in 1944 by Walter C. Teagle (1878 – 1962), longtime president and later chairman of the board of Standard Oil Company (New Jersey), now Exxon Mobil Corporation. Mr. Teagle gave the Foundation a broad mandate, "to advance the well-being and general good of mankind throughout the world," mentioning many areas of concern and possible recipients of its support. Over the intervening decades the Foundation has pursued many of these avenues, always, however, including among its grants the aid Mr. Teagle envisioned for "institutions of higher learning and research," and assistance to family members of employees of his corporation who were "desirous of obtaining some form of educational advantage."

Walter Teagle graduated from Cornell University in 1899 and maintained close ties with that university throughout his lifetime. He served as a trustee from 1924 to 1954 and made generous contributions to it. Reflecting Mr. Teagle's wish, the Foundation includes among its directors a person nominated by the president of Cornell and another nominated by the chairman of ExxonMobil. The Teagle Foundation's assets derive from gifts and bequests from Walter C. Teagle, his wife, Rowena Lee Teagle, and their son Walter C. Teagle, Jr.
I. The National Conversation

There's good news for American undergraduate students. American higher education is changing. It's changing fast and (by and large) it's changing in the right direction. That, at least, is what we are seeing at the Teagle Foundation.

Such optimism may not be obvious to all, so let me explain. To many people outside the enterprise American higher education looks, I suspect, like a great ocean liner, vast and powerful, with multiple decks and accommodations for a broad clientele, excellent recreational facilities, dining options for every dietary preference, excellent services of every conceivable type, state of the art equipment, and talented and steadily growing support staffs. It is unquestionably the finest anywhere, something everyone else envies. But some of our fellow citizens have been wondering whether it is on course, indeed, whether it knows where it is heading, and whether it is too cumbersome to change course. Is it pricing itself out of its market? Has it become obsolete, destined to end up high and dry somewhere in an educational desert?

Many of those doubts were given loud expression over the last year or so through a series of reports highly critical of American higher education, and most recently through a set of recommendations emanating from the federal Department of Education, the so-called Spellings Commission. The most challenging of those recommendations— involving a dramatic expansion of federal oversight of higher education—seem, at this writing, to continue the nautical metaphor, dead in the water. But the underlying concerns have not gone away, nor are they likely to at a time when costs are rising rapidly, global competition is increasing, and employers are complaining that college
graduates are often ill prepared for the workplace. (The Association of American Colleges and Universities' National Survey of Employers finds that "63 percent of employers believe that recent college graduates do not have the skills they need to succeed in the global economy.")

These concerns, I believe, have to be taken very seriously. From what I can see they are being taken seriously both by individual colleges and universities, accrediting organizations, and national organizations determined to help their member institutions improve student engagement and learning. But there is much still to be done.

**Accountability**
The banner word under which much of the discussion of higher education is taking place is "accountability." It means different things to different people, from the crassest forms of short-term cost-benefit analysis, to the loftiest rhetoric about personal development over a lifetime of learning. For some of the past year it seemed as if the federal government would seize the rights to the term and equate it with minimal standards as determined by a single achievement test administered nationwide. Since much of the historic strength of American higher education comes from its diversity, independence, and autonomy, many of us feared such intervention would homogenize and bureaucratize our colleges and universities. Even more troubling, however, was the likelihood that setting minimal standards would validate mediocrity, and not press institutions to develop capacities that are truly essential—critical thinking, clarity about values, effectiveness in written and oral communication, global understanding, and, not least, ingenuity and creativity—precisely the capacities that are the result of a rigorous education in the liberal arts and sciences.

In short, I feared that, as Peter Ewell has phrased it, "the accountability conversation would hijack the assessment conversation." It seemed that the hard work that had been done in recent years to learn more about students' cognitive development would be
turned into a blunt instrument for the allocation of resources, or for another public thrashing of higher education. And that, in turn, would provoke more resistance to any form of systematic assessment.

II. The Teagle Conversation

The work we are seeing at the Teagle Foundation makes me believe that the assessment movement is more mature than that. A participant at a recent Teagle conference said, "We've moved into a more nuanced conversation that is seeking out ways to make assessment integral to our colleges and universities and to the ways our faculty think of their work. As part of this move, the power of inter-institutional collaboration is becoming increasingly evident."

Collaboration

This observation matches our experience at Teagle, and in particular the benefits that are emerging from inter-institutional collaboration. After a new series of grants in May 2007, the Teagle Foundation now supports collaborative assessment projects on more than one hundred campuses. These range from projects focused on one national instrument—the Collegiate Learning Assessment—that assesses critical thinking and analytical reasoning, to others exploring moral reasoning, civic engagement, and even spirituality. "Can such things really be assessed?" one naturally asks. Perhaps not at the individual level, but we certainly can, and should, ask whether the conditions on campus are conducive to growth of these and similar capacities. (Creativity provides a good test case, as a recent podcast interview with Steven Tepper of Vanderbilt University makes clear. For this and other Teagle podcasts, click here.)

The institutions involved in our assessment work range from large universities such as the University of Southern California to small colleges where teaching loads are high and resources limited. Rich Ekman, President of the Council of Independent Colleges (CIC), which has organized a collaboration among thirty-plus member colleges, has
reported examples of impressive progress being made by members of this Teagle funded project. The participating institutions all use the Collegiate Learning Assessment (CLA), and then compare results, problems, and opportunities with a view to improving student learning on their campuses. For a more detailed picture of this project click here.

Kalamazoo College (MI) has pioneered a new way of using the results of the Collegiate Learning Assessment and has published the results in an important article in *Peer Review*. Here, as so often, no one claims that one year’s results from a single assessment instrument produces definitive answers to the question, "How can we improve student engagement and learning on our campus?" But data inform questions such that even incomplete evidence can stimulate more vigorous inquiries and enrich faculty deliberations about how student learning can be brought to higher levels. Kalamazoo has much to be proud of, both in the results it is achieving and in the way it is using them to improve their students' learning.

It's not always easy sledding, however, as became evident when data from the Wabash National Study of Liberal Arts Education, developed at the Center of Inquiry in the Liberal Arts at Wabash College, were presented at one college. Director Charles Blaich writes:

We had challenging news for [College X]. They scored very poorly on some of the quality of teaching results and also on questions about institutional challenge…. I presented faculty on the educational policy committee with data that depicted [College X's] overall position relative to that of other institutions. I then…focused…on items on which they did well, and then on items on which they did poorly…. The faculty on the committee were shocked. Normally they might ignore student responses to some of these questions on teaching…but because the study includes both outcomes AND measures of teaching practices we can say, "Actually, for your students these
responses did predict their learning ...." It was a tough meeting, but it seems to have made a dent.

Transparency
When the Teagle Foundation started its work in faculty-led, ground-up assessment a few years ago, many friends told me that colleges would never be willing to share data about as sensitive a topic as student learning, and that collaboration among institutions would be impossible. The success of our collaboratives proves them wrong. Even more surprising, however, is the emerging willingness of colleges to be transparent about the evidence they have on student learning. It is hard for a publicly funded institution to deny the public access to such information, but private colleges can, and often do, claim that such information is confidential. Gradually, however, colleges are (to quote Dick Hersh) "going naked," recognizing that the best way to improve is to be fully open about student learning on their campus, and about what they are doing to improve it. This is happening not only at Teagle funded colleges but at other institutions as well. More than 250 colleges and universities have now agreed to let their NSSE results be consulted on the USA Today website—something unthinkable just a few years ago. But one of the most dramatic examples of transparency comes from one of our grant recipients, a fine college in Michigan that has become more transparent in order to become even better.

Systematic Improvement
"Systematic," like "accountability" is an often emotionally charged word in the higher education lexicon. It may be less commonly used than "accountability," "comparability" or "transparency" in current discourse about higher education, but in my view it is every bit as important. Evidence about student engagement and learning often sits idle in the offices of directors of institutional research or deans. Sometimes it never reaches faculty committees, or is used in only trivial ways. So one naturally wants to ask, "Will colleges and universities use evidence about student learning to achieve systematic improvements in students' academic life? One answer to that question is easy, "Yes,
some are already doing so." But how many and can the number be increased, the process improved? Can colleges and universities become true "learning organizations?"

Those questions, the ones about systematic improvement, apply at every level, from the smallest, newest community college, to the ivied halls of the grandest research universities. Over the past year we have given considerable thought to those questions, finally concluding that the best way to answer them is to invite institutions to try, with support from the foundation and with sharing of results among peer institutions. We hope to encourage such work in coming months and will announce new projects on our website.

Locked Arms
College presidents are already locking arms to do what they recognize is "the right thing." Over the summer of 2007 a half-dozen Phi Beta Kappa quality colleges in the Midwest formed the Midwest Alliance for Learning in the Liberal Arts. In setting up this alliance, the presidents of the institutions committed themselves "to developing better tools and measures to assess students' growth at our colleges, so that teaching and learning may be enhanced and the promise of the liberal arts may be fulfilled in ways we can demonstrate.

It takes skill, of course, to enhance student learning in this way—skill and knowledge about student learning and how to assess it that few of us acquired in graduate school. But we don't have to wait for a new generation of faculty. The Center of Inquiry in the Liberal Arts at Wabash College is providing valuable assistance for institutions that want to use systematic assessment to improve student achievement in the liberal arts and sciences. This includes the consulting services of Teagle Assessment Scholars, faculty members and administrators who volunteer to help their colleagues at other institutions put assessment to work on their campuses in educationally appropriate ways.
Waiting for Godot?

The same skeptics who said that colleges would never share information about student learning now often say that systematic improvement in student learning will never be achieved until graduate education is fundamentally reformed and the reward system in academia is redesigned. The skeptics may be right, but faculty tell us two things that again make me hopeful. One is that working with their colleagues at peer institutions often brings great satisfaction, especially now that many of the projects that Teagle has funded are beginning to produce results in the classroom. They also express strong interest in knowing more about how students learn, what memory is, how stereotypes affect learning, what's going on in the brains of late adolescents and young adults. Such topics, it seems to us, are ideal subjects for genuinely collegial exchange among faculty in a wide variety of fields, post docs, and graduate students, the college teachers of tomorrow. For that reason, the Foundation has recently announced a new grant program called "Collegia" to support such work. These grants will be announced in spring 2008.

The Disciplines

At the Teagle Foundation we see collaboration most clearly on the campuses of independent undergraduate colleges, where the commitment to education in the liberal arts and sciences runs deep. But there is similar movement among the scholarly disciplines, cutting across various sectors of higher education. This became evident when the Foundation invited applications from scholarly associations and centers interested in rethinking the relationship between the undergraduate major in their field and liberal education goals. The response was vigorous, the proposals were by and large excellent, and an initial meeting of the grant recipients immensely encouraging. The old idea that "general" or "liberal" education can be taken care of in the first year or two of college and the rest of the college years can then be devoted to some mix of electives and courses in one's major now seems to be fading under the light of a much more searching and refulgent definition of liberal education.
Seen in this way liberal education is not a cluster of courses "a mile wide and an inch deep," the opposite of the "in depth" learning offered in the major. It's a false dichotomy to equate it with breadth, and specialized work in the major with depth. Increasingly liberal education is being understood as a systematic progression toward ambitious cognitive and personal goals such as critical thinking, analytical reasoning, effectiveness in written and oral expression, global awareness, etc. The list of goals will vary from institution to institution but when liberal education is understood as involving such goals, courses in the major need to pull their weight. This entails, as participants in the "disciplines" project are demonstrating, tough questioning about what each field does best—and how it can do it better. The reports from the disciplines in this Teagle project will be available fall 2008.

**Fresh Thinking**

We have high expectations that the "Disciplines" project will stimulate fresh thinking about undergraduate education. We expect the White Papers produced to complement those now emerging from our other Fresh Thinking Working Groups. The reports already available on our website illuminate many central topics in higher education, from how to increase the success of minority students in college to the relationship of faculty research and student learning. In addition, the Social Science Research Council has now followed up on the issues raised by our inquiries into the religious engagement of today's students by developing an online guide and webforum entitled *The Religious Engagements of American Undergraduates*. Important new reports will soon be added to this list.

These White Papers make our website an increasingly rich and broadly consulted resource for fresh thinking about liberal education. Personally I am especially interested in the results that will emerge from a collaboration with the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching on the business major and liberal education. There's no
larger major in the country than that, and, perhaps, no greater opportunity for extending liberal education.

III. Putting Teagle Knowledge to Work

Inferences
As we meet with faculty and administrators and read studies and reports from Teagle projects, we are starting to draw certain inferences about improving student learning. They can be summed up as follows:

- **Clear, ambitious educational goals are the starting point.** American colleges and universities differ widely in mission, resources, tradition, student body and community setting, but everyone benefits when they set ambitious educational goals, and communicate them clearly.

- **Evidence works.** Every college and university that is serious about student learning needs evidence to help it reach its goals. Since student learning is a complex phenomenon and hard to measure, it helps to gather several kinds of evidence, over an extended period of time, and to have a regular process to put that evidence to use as it emerges.

- **Transparency is a legitimate demand.** In addition to basic information about an institution, students, parents and others should have access to an easily intelligible summary of conclusions drawn from evidence about student learning and a clear description of how that evidence is being used to improve student learning.

- **Cross institutional comparisons can help.** Although cross institutional comparisons can sometimes be misleading, when properly used they can help faculty and administrators do a better job. They are usually not effective when they are imposed from above or used for high stakes rewards and punishments.
But when institutions build levels of mutual trust—e.g., through collaborative relationships—such comparisons can invigorate the process of improving student learning.

- **Autonomy is a condition for creativity.** The ingenious, adaptive uses of evidence to increase student learning that we are seeing seem to bubble up from below, that is from the curiosity and deep concerns that faculty bring to their teaching. To be truly creative in their use of such evidence faculty need elbow room, support, encouragement from above, but they don't need someone in a big office telling them what to do. That makes me think that increased governmental interference is likely to be counterproductive. The responsibility for improvement lies squarely on colleges and universities themselves, and especially on their faculties.

- **Evidence enables systematic improvement.** As fresh approaches are tried out their effectiveness can be assessed so that better results are achieved at each successive iteration through a process of continuous improvements in quality.

**Widely applicable principles?**
I have stated these six points rather baldly, without many qualifications or escape clauses. They are, at this moment, simply tentative inferences based on what we are learning at the Teagle Foundation. Although they are not especially new or radical, they are certainly controversial.

It has been revealing over the past several months to discuss our Teagle experience with leaders of various national organizations concerned with American higher education. I have asked them, in effect, if our experience (drawn largely from fine but relatively small private colleges) can be generalized into principles that apply to any institution that really wants to improve student learning. Some thoughtful friends give at
best cautious assent, or question the wisdom of anything that points toward transparency or comparisons.

Yet perhaps the ideas behind these inferences are the leading edge of changes in the making. Over the next few months, many organizations will be discussing "New Leadership for Student Learning and Assessment," a statement that parallels in many respects these inferences. Two in particular—the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) and the Council of Higher Education Accreditation (CHEA)—have endorsed the "New Leadership" document and have agreed to make it available on their websites and to discuss it at their 2008 annual meetings. Such a statement emanating from these two organizations reflects an important, though not a new, meeting of minds. Accrediting organizations have for some years been pointing toward such principles, and urging colleges and universities to think and act along these lines, and several associations of colleges and universities, including the AAC&U, have been working long and hard to help their members prepare for the much more demanding accreditations that are now the norm.

Over the next year we will learn much more about the possibility of further improving student learning in American colleges and universities. The healthy debate that is now underway in many quarters can, I believe—if pursued vigorously and imaginatively—create a powerful dynamic for the improvement of student learning in our colleges and universities.

**Genuine accountability**

The greatest challenge facing those of us involved in or concerned with higher education is to develop *genuine* accountability, that is, accountability based on improved student learning. Approaching higher education along the lines described in this report brings with it several benefits. First and most important, such an approach keeps front and center the needs of *students*. Second, it allows the individual campus to adapt
ideas of wide applicability to its own mission, history, demographics and local setting, rather than waiting for requirements to be imposed from above. It is pro-active rather than reactive. Third, an approach focused on student learning and based on clear goals, evidence, transparency, comparability, and systematic improvement in quality adds up to genuine accountability, not one of the false kinds often evoked by those who would lay our national ills on the doorstep of higher education, and then through bureaucratic requirements, legislative burdens, and funding restrictions keep it from responding to them.

Better to do the right thing and do it now. At the Teagle Foundation we are glad to help.
Grants Awarded from July 1, 2006 - June 30, 2007

OUTCOMES & ASSESSMENT

Planning Grants for Faculty-Driven Value-Added Assessment Collaboratives

Belmont University and Wagner College
$25,000 over 12 months

*Learning By Doing: Assessing the Relationship between Liberal Learning and Experiential Education at two Liberal Arts Comprehensive Institutions*

Case Western Reserve University and John Carroll University
$25,000 over 12 months

*Effective Approaches to Refining Skills in Oral Communication*

College of the Holy Cross, Assumption College, and Saint Anselm College
$22,895 over 12 months

*Assessing Students’ Moral and Spiritual Growth in Liberal Arts Colleges*

Fairfield University, Fordham University, and Georgetown University
$24,858 over 12 months

*Assessment of the Jesuit Humanitarian Action Network (JUHAN)*

Goucher College, McDaniel College, and Washington College
$25,000 over 12 months

*Assessing the Benefits of Multicultural Efforts*
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Haverford College, Bryn Mawr College, and Swarthmore College
$25,000 over 12 months
Developing Collaborations to Assess and Improve Community-Based Learning within the Tri-College Consortium

Hendrix College, Birmingham Southern College, Millsaps College, and Southwestern University
$25,000 over 12 months
From the Ancillary to the Embedded: Assessing Student Engaged Learning and Curricular Centrality

Rhodes College, Franklin & Marshall College, and Niagara University
$25,000 over 12 months
College/Community Partnerships Consortium: A Planning Grant to Explore Systematic Assessment of the Impact of Community Partnerships on Student Civic Engagement and Learning

Richard Stockton College of New Jersey, Bloomfield College, and Monmouth University
$24,993 over 12 months
Connecting Assessment Data to Institutional Change: Using Findings from National Assessment to Inform Pedagogy and Decision Making for Better Learning Outcomes

Seattle University and Gonzaga University
$25,000 over 12 months
A Discourse Approach to Assessment at the Departmental and University Levels

University of Southern California
$24,998 over 12 months
Assessing the Impact of Diversity Courses on Student Learning and Skill Development
Ursinus College and Washington & Jefferson College
$24,990 over 12 months
*Diversity of Thought, Diversity in Practice: Assessing Student Learning and Engagement*

**Grants to Consortia for the Assessment of Educational Outcomes**

Appalachian College Association
$25,000 over 6 months
*Planning grant to investigate the root causes of students’ chronic underachievement in mathematics, to develop interventions that will increase their skills, and to measure the impact of the interventions*

Council for Aid to Education
$20,000 over 1 month
*Research University Consortium*

Council of Independent Colleges
$545,714 over 36 months
*Extending the work of the CIC-Collegiate Learning Assessment (CLA) Consortium*

**Grants for Improved Assessment Methods**

Indiana University
$97,356 over 12 months
*Assessing Deep Approaches to Learning*
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Marywood University
$68,138 over 24 months
*Expansion of the Mission Perception Inventory (MPI) / Design of the Institutional Mission Engagement Index (MEI)*

FRESH THINKING

**Grants for Working Groups on the Disciplines and Undergraduate Education**

American Academy of Religion
$75,000 over 23 months
*The Religion Major and Liberal Education*

American Economic Association
$74,500 over 24 months
*The Purpose and Practice of Economic Education as Related to Liberal Education Goals*

American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
$75,000 over 20 months
*Evaluation of the Biochemistry / Molecular Biology major as defined by the American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology*

Center for Hellenic Studies
$74,912 over 13 months
*Classics and Undergraduate Liberal Education*
Modern Language Association
$74,505 over 20 months
*Language, Literature, and Liberal Education*

National History Center
$75,000 over 18 months
*The History Major and the Undergraduate Liberal Education*

**Grants for Multi-Institutional Working Groups**

Barnard College
$99,900 over 27 months
"Reacting to the Past": A Pedagogy for Curricular Innovation

Georgetown University
$83,867 over 30 months
*Defining Social Pedagogies and Their Relevance to Liberal Education*

New York University
$65,000 over 27 months
*Educating Citizens: Civic Education, Ethics, and the Liberal Arts*

Project Pericles
$100,000 over 30 months
*Civic Engagement Courses*
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Skidmore College
$100,000 over 27 months
Engaging Sophomore Students with Deliberative Dialogues: A Pilot Project to Enhance Liberal Learning

Williams College
$97,884 over 29 months
Teaching Big Science at Small Colleges: A Genomics Collaboration

Grants for Special Fresh Thinking Projects

The American Academy of Arts and Sciences
$75,000 over 12 months
Departmental Template Survey

The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
$375,000 over 36 months
Business Education and Liberal Learning (BELL) Project

Social Science Research Council
$23,500 over 3 months
Dissemination of "What College Teachers Should Know about the Religious Engagements of Today's Undergraduates"
Grants for College-Community Connections Partnerships

Adelphi University
$50,000 over 24 months
Writing and Reading The City

Barnard College
$50,000 over 24 months
HEAF@Barnard: A Pre-College Program

Fordham University
$50,000 over 24 months
The History Makers Program

Sarah Lawrence College
$50,000 over 24 months
Writing for Life: Authenticity and Argument

Vassar College
$50,000 over 24 months
A Vassar-SEO Collaboration

Grants to Community-Based Organizations for College Preparation

The Boys’ Club of New York
$80,000 over 24 months
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Citizens Advice Bureau
$80,000 over 24 months

East Side House Settlement
$80,000 over 24 months

East Harlem Tutorial Program
$40,000 over 12 months

Groundwork
$80,000 over 24 months

Harlem Educational Activities Fund
$80,000 over 24 months

Leadership Enterprise for a Diverse America
$80,000 over 24 months

Prep for Prep
$80,000 over 24 months

Sponsors for Educational Opportunity
$80,000 over 24 months

Union Settlement House
$80,000 over 24 months
Additional Grants to Community-Based Organizations

Community for Education Foundation / Overcoming Obstacles
$80,000 over 24 months

Jacob A. Riis Neighborhood Settlement House
$15,000 over 12 months

Project Reach Youth
$80,000 over 24 months

NEW ORLEANS

Dillard University
$250,000 over 12 months
Student Scholarships and Faculty Development

Tulane University
$100,000 over 12 months
Consortium Scholars Fund

Xavier University of Louisiana
$100,000 over 12 months
Campus Master Plan
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